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ABSTRACT

The gravitational many-body parameterized post-Newtonian (PPN) 
Lagrangian for compact celestial bodies is extended to second post-
Newtonian order and is constrained to exhibit the invariances observed in 
nature -  generalized Lorentz invariance, the strong equivalence principle,
pid the isotropy of the gravitational potential. These invariances are 
imposed on the Lagrangian using an empirical approach which is based on 
calculated observables rather than through formal procedures involving
post-Newtonian approximations of transformations. When restricted in this 
way, the Lagrangian possesses two free parameters which can be related to 
light-deflection experiments and the effect of an environment of proximate 
matter on such experiments.
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PARAMETERIZED POST-NEWTONIAN FORMALISM

Introduction

Since the advent of special relativity in the early part of this 

century attempts have been made to develop gravitational theories which 

incorporate the principles of relativity. At the same time, these theories 

have been subjected to ever-more precise experimental testing. Since the 

gravitational interaction is much weaker than the other fundamental 

forces, it is difficult to find systems which provide information about the 

full nature of the interaction. Thus, the majority of testing is commonly 

performed in weak-field systems in which the relativistic corrections to 

classical gravity are treated as perturbations on Newtonian gravity. The 

solar system is an example of such a system since the gravitational 

potentials are small, . and the velocities of the planets are much less than 

the speed of light. The first post-Newtonian (PN) approximation to a 

theory of gravity, in which only the leading terms in an expansion of the 

relativisitic corrections are considered, has been sufficient for analyzing 

solar system experiments. A wide class of theories can be handled 

simultaneously in the PN approximation since th e . various theories differ 

only in their expansion coefficients. The parameterized post-Newtonian 

(PPN) formalism treats the expansion coefficients as phenomenological 

parameters to be determined by observation. In recent form, the PPN 

formalism uses an expansion in terms of the weak-field variables of a 

many-body Lagrangian.
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Observations made up to the present are accurate enough to

determine the first order PPN parameters to about one part in IO3 

(although some observations achieve greater accuracy and affect the

second order parameters to about ten percent). The evidence indicates 

that the gravitational interaction Obeys certain invariances such as

Lorentz invariance, the strong equivalence principle, and isotropy. At

order (1/c2) corrections to Newtonian gravity these invariances are

sufficient to determine the structure of the interaction up to the freedom 

of one PPN parameter, and that one parameter is fit by observations of 

the defeleetion of light by the gravitational field of the sun. To aid in

the development and analysis of the next generation of experiments which

move beyond the IPN order, this work examines the consequences of

applying the observed invariances to second post-Newtonian order (1/c4), 

by requiring observables calculated from the 2PPN Lagrangian to exhibit

the various invariances. The result of this is that the second PN order

gravitational interaction is determined up to the freedom of one new 

second order PPN parameter if the interaction conforms to all invariances

observed at the first post-Newtonian order. If the strong equivalence 

principle is abandoned at second order, then there remain five partially 

undetermined parameters which are related to rescaling effects of an

environmental distribution of matter oh deflection of light experiments, 

perihelion precession experiments, and Newton’s constant G. Thus, these 

invariances are shown to strongly restrict the general structure of the 

gravitational interaction.
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Historical Development

The most successful theory of gravity is the theory of general 

relativity, developed by Einstein. When first published, it was shown to

correctly predict the precession of the perihelion of Mercury. Shortly 

after its publication, general relativity met two other tests: the.

deflection of starlight by the gravitational field of the sun, and the 

gravitational redshift of spectral lines from the companion of Sirius. In 

these three classical tests the post-Newtonian predictions of general 

relativity were confirmed at limited levels of accuracy, The perihelion 

precession of Mercury is the highest accuracy test, but it relies on the 

assumption that the sun has negligible quadrupole moment, The precision

of these measurements was high enough to permit testing of relativistic 

gravity at IPN order, but insufficient at higher orders.

As the precision of experimental measurements increased and new 

techniques and experiments developed, it has become possible to

experimentally question the assumptions and postulates that lead to 

general relativity: What constraints do observations impose on the

gravitational interaction? This question was posed by Dicfce in a very 

general form with few assumptions about the form of the gravitational 

theory (Dicke, 1964). Through analysis of particle physics and redshift 

experiments within the Dicfce framework, the evidence indicated that a 

relativistic theory of gravity should relate gravity to a symmetric, Second 

rank tensor (the metric), and the divergence of the stress-energy tensor 

with respect to this metric must be zero (Thome and Will 1972). These 

two conditions can be interpreted as requiring spacetime to possess a 

metric field, that local Lorentz frames follow geodesic paths, and the
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special relativistic laws of physics are valid in these local Lorentz frames.

Theories which fulfill these conditions are known as metric theories of 

gravity.

These theories can be easily generalized since the metric is relied

on to describe the motions of test bodies, (and, until recently^ most

experimental data were analyzed under the test body limit) ~  differences 

in the metric field for given sources serve to distinguish between 

alternative metric theories of gravity. The general form of the metric 

field is described by the PPN formalism. In this case, the metric is 

expanded beyond its Minkowskian form in terms of small quantities

characterizing the system being analyzed. The coefficients which arise in

the expansion are then determined by observation. This technique was 

first employed by Eddington (1922) for the restricted spherically

symmetric static case and was applied to the two standard solar system

tests of gravity -  light deflection and the precession of the perihelion of

Mercury. Eddington took the metric field exterior to a spherically

symmetric static body and expanded it in powers of 1/r to the necessary

order; the coefficients arising from this expansion being constrained by 

observational data. This approach was later used by Robertson (1962) and

Sehiff (1962, 1967). Schiff introduced metric terms which incorporated

rotational motion of the central body. Nordtvedt extended the formalism 

to more generally include multiple mass sources which were each 

permitted general motion (Nordtvedt 1968), and it was extended to include 

perfect fluid sources by Will (1971). The PPN formalism as developed by

Nordtvedt and Will in the late sixties and early seventies has a systematic 

foundation and is treated as a "theory of theories" in its own right apart
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from specific relativistic field theories of gravity put forward by various 

authors (Nordtvedt and Will 1972, Will and Nordtvedt 1972, Will 1981).

The PPN formalism was developed for use in the analysis of 

gravitational systems such as the solar system in which the gravitational 

potentials are weak and the coordinate three-velocities of matter are 

small compared to the speed of light. Coordinates are chosen so that the 

metric becomes Minkowskian at large distances from the system. 

Expansion variables for the metric are dimensionless and take the

following form:

These have an "order of smallness" based upon the power of c that 

appears in the denominator, so v. is 0(1), U.. is 0(2), and the time1 1J
coordinate (ct) is O(-l). To expand the line element: 

ds2=gaijdxadxB

to order 0(2), goo is expanded to 0(4), goa to 0(3), and gab to 0(2). In 

units where G=c=l, the general expansion to 0(2) is:

PPN Formalism

dr.
v.= —- and U

GM.
(I)

gop = I - 2£ u .[1 + (l/2+Y+a3/2+C1)v.2 + ^(v.-oA-.))2

+ (a 1-a2-a3)w2+a2(w(r^r.))2 - (2 ^ -a^ w v .]

+ ZbEu1Uj - 2(i-2fi+QXu.ui.

(2a)



g *  = ( l /2 ) Z u , [ ( 4 r - 3 4 ^

+(ar 2a2)wa + 2a2(w(r-Ar.))(r-Ar.)a] (2h)

^  = - d  + 2 y Z % ,  (2c)

where "2" implies a summation over all bodies, and w is the velocity of 

the coordinate system relative to some "preferred inertial frame". A

gauge choice has been made to eliminate terms of the form:

_ v  dv
5S00 = 2.U,[a(— -(r-r.)) + b(w(r-r.))(v.(r^r.))]

5Sab = Zu.c(r^r.)%(,A'.)b

The perfect fluid metric uses the expansion variables:

6

dx
v = —  

dt

P0 = rest mass-energy density

p — total mass-energy density 

t . = components of the stress tensor

which appear in the following potentials:

U(x,t)
p(x',t)dx' 

I x-x'l

Pz(Vz-(X-Xz))^x '

Ix-X/I 3

=
pzvz2dxz f p'U'dx' r p'n'dx' CJ Ix-XzI ’ % " J lx:xzr Ix-x'l ’ ^ 4 - J

pzdxz

X-X

W = %
r Pz(Vz-(X-Xz))(X-Xz)

Ix-x' 13 a

pzvzadxz

I X-X

d d 
U , = .- —-- — pz|x-xz I dxz + 5 U
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where Tl = (p-po)/po and p -  (IZS)Ii.. To 0(2) the perfect fluid metric 

is:

S00 = I - 2U + 2i3U2 - (2y+2+a3+C1)0 1 + C1A (3a)

-  2[(3Y+1-2P+C2)0 2 + (1+C3)®3 + 3(y+C4)0>4]

+ (W1-Oc2-Ta3)W2U + W2W9WbUab - (2w3-w1)waVa . 

goa = (l/2)[(4y+3+w1-w2+C1)Va + (Uw2-C1)Wa + (w1-2w2)w^U] (3b)

+ a 2wbUab

&ab = -(l+ 2yU )§ab. (3c)

The terms:

 ̂ p'p"(x-x')-(x-x")dx'dx"

. Ix-x'I Ix-XwI3

6Sab = cU b

have been eliminated by gauge choice.

The post-Newtonian approximation to most any metric theory of

gravity can be represented by this PPN metric for particular choices of 

the parameters. In the "standard" relativistic theory of gravity- 

general relativity -  the parameters are: y=l, 6=1, and all others are

zero. The physical interpretations of the parameters can be found in Will

and Nordtvedt (1972) or Misner, Thome, and Wheeler (1973).

The PPN metric is used to calculate the value of observables in 

existing, proposed, and hypothetical experiments, and these calculated

values are compared with observations. The calculated value of an

observable will generally depend upon the PPN parameters, so comparison

5S00 = awaWa + b

with experiment serves to constrain acceptable values for the PPN
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parameters. A specific metric theory is compared with experiment by

calculating the post-Newtonian approximation to the metric for the

particular theory using a standard Einstein-Infeld-Hoffinann type 

perturbative approach and reading off the values of the PPN parameters. 

Those theories whose PPN parameters are outside of the ranges set by 

experiment can be rejected.

The PPN metric formalism has become a valuable tool for comparing

metric theories with experiment and observation, and designing new 

experiments. But it is useful only for analyzing the dynamics of a system

in which bodies have weak internal gravity which can be treated

perturbatively. In general, pulsars and other exotic objects do not satisfy

this condition since they possess strong internal gravity which is best 

treated non-perturbatively. To describe the dynamics of these compact

celestial bodies, a PPN Lagrangian formalism was developed by Nordtvedt 

in 1985.

PPN Lasrangian For Compact Bodies

For any theory of gravity which is derivable from a Lagrangian, it 

is assumed that there exists an effective many-body Lagrangian which 

describes the positional motion of celestial bodies (compact bodies and 

regular bodies, as well as test bodies). If the matter is considered to be 

concentrated into a finite number of bodies whose internal dynamics are 

frozen (or neglected) and whose deviations from sphericity are negligible, 

then the matter variables (degrees of freedom) reduce to the coordinate 

trajectories for each body, i'.(t), which are related to the motion of each 

body, but a-priori have no precise physical meaning. The effects of the
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gravitational field on the matter is expressed in terms of a generalized 

effective potential which is a function of interbody coordinates and. time 

derivatives of the body trajectories. As an example of how this proceeds, 

consider a metric theory of gravity derivable from a Lagrangian of the 

form:

N̂C + £, (4)

where £G is the part that contains no matter variables and Lng Contains 

only matter variables and the metric field (Thome 1973). The matter

variables are reduced to the trajectories of each body, r.(t). The metric

can, in the spirit of the PPN formalism, be expressed in terms of the 

matter varibles, and therefore JBng can be. expressed entirely in terms of 

the trajectories, higher time derivatives of the trajectories, and various

interbody coupling parameters. The field equations for any other fields

associated with gravity can be solved in terms of the. matter variables, so 

this procedure applies to £G as well with an effective many-body

Lagrangian thereby resulting:

£d4x LCrpV.,a., ...)dt (5)

Since no particular theory is assumed, then an expansion about the

Newtonian Lagrangian can be constructed (if the potentials and velocities 

are weak) in which the expansion coefficients are considered PPN 

parameters. This expansion is the PPN Lagrangian which describes a 

broad and general class of theories of gravity.
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Unlike test bodies, compact bodies do not generally follow geodesics 

so that a metric-based expansion procedure is inadequate for describing 

the motion of such bodies. On the other hand, a Lagrangian-based 

expansion provides the equations of motion for compact bodies as well as 

yielding the PPN metric from which the equations of motion for test 

bodies are calculated. It also provides a means of incorporating 

conservation laws and of imposing the invariances which observations

require; and finally it gives precise meaning to the Coordinate trajectories 

r.(t) by defining distances through analysis of actual and "gedanken" 

experiments.
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c o n s t r a in in g  t e c h n iq u e s

Preferred Frames

Various astronomical observations indicate that the gravitational 

interaction exhibits no preferred inertial frame effects and that there

exists energy-momentum and angular momentum conservation. The a  and 

C parameters in equations (2) and (3) signal preferred frame effects and 

the failure of conservation of energy-momentum. Certain types of

preferred frame theories are in conflict with measurements of the time 

dependence of the period of the binary pulsar (1913+16) (Taylor and 

Weisberg, 1982). More generally, pulsar period measurements (Nordtvedt 

1987b) imply that I a 1I < IO6, and analysis of the alignment of the sun’s 

spin axis with the angular momentum of the solar system (Nordtvedt, 

1987a) gives | a 2 | < IO'7. Data from observed perihelion shifts (Nordtvedt 

and Will, 1972) forces Ioc3I < IO"5. Lagrangian based metric theories of 

gravity must have (Lee et. al., 1974):

- ( ! / %  = C2 = -(3/2)Q = Cw, and C3 = O

where Cw is a parameter introduced by Will (1973) to include Whitehead’s 

theory of gravity in the PPN metric. Earth-tide experiments (Warburton 

and Goodkind, 1976) have shown Cw to be less than IO"3, while the sun’s 

spin axis history implies Cw ̂  IO"7 (Nordtvedt 1987a),

In addition to restricting preferred frame effects, these observations 

indicate a further invariance -  isotropy. Since they were made on
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systems which were in an environment of external matter, the

environment of . distant matter must not produce preferred frame or

anisotropic effects. For example, the solar spin axis observation takes

place in the presence of the galaxy. The rest frame of the galaxy could

define a preferred frame and its concentrated matter could produce

anisotropic effects by picking out a preferred direction. Since the 

galactic gravitational potential has a dimensionless value of 5 x 10' at 

the location of the solar system which is comparable to the restriction

placed on a_, the galaxy does not induce preferred frame effects to first 

order in its potential. Because the Newtonian interaction has been shown 

to be isotropic to 2 x IO13 (Nordtvedt 1987a), anisotropic effects can be 

eliminated to second order in the galactic potential.

Since the experimental support for the absence of preferred frame 

or anisotropic effects is so decisive, it is efficient to restrict the freedom 

in the PPN Lagrangian to eliminate such effects before it is used to 

represent the general gravitational interaction'. Procedures that eliminate 

preferred frame effects which are independent of the outside environment

are classed as "Lorentz Invariance" constraints . (LI), while those which 

eliminate preferred frame effects produced by the distant environment are 

classed as "Generalized Lorentz Invariance" cpnstraints (GLI). Anisotropic

effects can also be eliminated in the context of the GLl constraints, 

while the use of a Lagrangian to describe the gravitational interaction 

automatically insures that conservation laws are valid (including angular 

momentum if there is intrinsic isotropy -  no universal preferred

direction.)
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The Lagrangian

The PPN Lagrangian represents the dynamics of many celestial

bodies in the limit that gravitational radiation is negligible (or perhaps 

the half retarded time, half advanced time result from the underlying 

field theory). The internal structure of each body is frozen so that the 

dynamics of each body is described solely by a trajectory degree of 

freedom, r.(t). The Lagrangian takes the form of a 3-space scalar 

function of the trajectories and their time derivatives. To at least the 

second order of post-Newtonian approximation, the accelerations and 

higher derivatives of position can be removed from the Lagrangian via 

coordinate transformations which, in effect, push these terms into the

next higher order of approximation (Damour and Schafer 1985). Without

loss of generality, the Lagrangian in some preferred inertial frame can 

therefore be considered as a function of inner products of interbody 

distances and body velocities:

L(r„,Vi-Vj,Vi-rJ.)

and is required to be time-reversal symmetric.

Lorentz Invariance Constraints

Preferred frame effects are present in observational phenomena if a

measurable quantity, such as period of revolution or periastron precession 

for a binary system, etc. allows an observer to determine the motion of a

gravitational system with respect to a preferred inertial rest frame. The 

gravitational Lagrangian is structured so as to exclude preferred frame 

effects by the following procedure: two distant inertial observers — one
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at rest with respect to the preferred frame, and the other at rest with 

respect to a system which is moving at uniform velocity w with respect 

to the preferred frame — make measurements on the system using their 

clocks and rulers. Since their clocks and rulers are in gravity-free

inertial frames, their measurements are related to each other by the

Lorentz transformations. For example, if both observers measure the

period of orbit for a binary system, the period measured by one observer 

will be time dilated when compared with the other observer’s 

measurement. If the Lagrangian is to be consistent with observation, the 

calculated values of observables in one frame should be the Lorentz

transform of the values calculated in another frame. Thus, the Lorentz

Invariance of the Lagrangian in this work is based on the behavior of

calculated observables rather than a formal "post-Galilean" transformation 

(Chandrasekhar and Contopoulos 1967) of the Lagrangian itself.

For any planar system with w normal to the plane of the system, 

the body trajectories defined by both observers will differ only by a time

dilation scale factor. Any measurable quantity calculated from the

Lagrangian for such a system will simply rescale by a factor of (l-w2)1/2 

in the time dependence of the quantity. This is guaranteed if the

acceleration function for any body in the system obeys

BiCrijfVjC I -w2)"1/2+w) = (I-W2Iai(TijlVj) (7)

where Fjj and Vj are those planar values in the rest frame of the System

arid WVj=Wrij=O. If the Lagrangian is written as:

L(FijjVj) = -XM i(I)Cl-V.2)172 + UCrijrV.)
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the equations of motion for body i are:

- ( I -Vi2) '1 (V zai)V.

Defining:

f(r„,v.(l-w2)1/2+w) = f  

for any function f gives:

MXD
(I-ViV *

dU d dU 

dr. dt dv.

I
I dU d dU '

-------- ( I - V 2)-1^ l - W 2)-1*  — ------------- ;
M.(I) L dr. dt dv.

- (l-v.2)-1[(v.-a.')v. + (l-w2)-1/2((v.-a.,)w+(wa.,)v.) + (I-W2X1(WaZ)W]

The constraint:

a / = (l-w2)a. 

requires:

'  dU d dU / " dU d dU

. dr. . dt dv. „ . dr. dt dv. :
M.(I)( I -v.2)-3/2(v.-a.)v.

Noting that:

. —  —  (EMi(I)(l-v.2)1/2) —  — (XMi(I)Cl-Vi2)1/2)
L dt dv. 1 1 J L dt dv. J

- M.(I)(l-vi2)-3/2(v.-ai)v.

forces the Lagrangian to obey:
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" dL d dL dL d dL

. dr. dt dv. _ . dr. dt dv. .
(1-W2//Z.

This can be implemented by requiring:

LCr.., v.( I -w2)1/2 + w) = L(FijlVj)C I -w2)1/2 (IOa)

and:

dL d dL
w- —  = W - —r----- . (IOb)

di’i dt dv.

The last constraint (eq. (IOb)) can be related to a more empirical

constraint on bound two-body dynamics. Motion with respect to a 

preferred universal frame could be detected if the plane of orbit of a

two-body system were seen to process about some direction in space (its

velocity with respect to the preferred frame). Such an effect would 

appear, for example, as a precession of the sun’s spin axis relative to 

the orbital angular momentum of the solar system (Nordtvedt 1987). A 

constraint is imposed on the Lagrangian by examining an orbit whose 

plane is to first approximation normal to the preferred frame velocity w,

but which is perturbed in the direction of w. The angular dependence of 

the perturbation must be identical (up to a phase difference) with the 

angular dependence of the unperturbed orbit if no precession is to occur. 

The perturbation equations are obtained through the equations of motion 

derived from the Lagrangian.

If one of the bodies is much less, massive than the other, the 

Lagrangian can be written:

L (F 1V1W)
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where i'12=r, v^-v+w, and v2=w. (If this assumption is abandoned, the 

clarity of the argument is hidden by rotational complexity, but no 

additional information is gained.) Let:

dL
—  s  Fv+ G r+  Kw (Ila)
dv

dL
—  s  H r+ Gv+ Jw (lib )
dr

where:

dL dL I dL dL dL
F = 2 -— , G = ------ , H = — , J=  ------- , K = — — .

dv2 d(vr) r dr d(w-r) d(w-V)

The conserved quantity associated with the motion around w is:

l = w r x Fw-(r x v).

Specializing to the unperturbed orbit, with wr=wv=0 and using polar 

coordinates so that:

IfII

d

dt

I d

r2F d0O

with

Fo = F(r,v,w) with w v = w r  = 0.

Define:
I

u = — , u' =
r

d
1— u, 
d0

Ill

d
■“ !■■■

d0

d
—  I
d0
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so the equations of motion:

dL d dL

dr dt dv

are:

-H F G'
u + u" = - Z - Z . + -  and — K' = J

Z2U3 Iu  F o 0 °

Let (vr = z be the perturbation, with the perturbation equations coming 

from

w •
dL d dL

. d r dt dv

with (vv = z and w r = z. Defining:

f s  zu

gives:

r  + f:
Z2U3

d ( dK dK \ f  dJ dJ
---  ' z — + Z — ■ Z — + Z —

. dt  ̂ dz o dz O >  ̂ dz „ .  % O > -
( 12)

to first order in z and z. The requmnent of no precession determines the 

structure of K and J in order that equation (12) has a solution z(9) for 

which f(9+27t)=f(0). However, the structure of J and K can be determined 

from the unperturbed equation of motion if one allows for uniform, in

plane drift of the system. Let the drift velocity be vD, then the

Lagrangian becomes:
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with r12=r, v1=v+w+vD, and v2=w+vD. For wv=w t=wvd=0, the 

equations of motion give:

L(r,v,w+vD)

d
—  K(r,v,w+v ) - J(r,v,w+v ) 
dt ' D

For x = vdt  and x = vD-v, this is:

d f  dK
X + X

dK \ f  dJ
X ——

dJ
+ x —

dt < dx O dk O >  ̂ dx o 3x O ^
(13)

to first order in x where:

dK dK(r,v,w+vD) 

dx o dx

evaluated at wT = w'vD = w-v = 0. Since x = vdt , z = w r, and w and 

vD appear in the Lagrangian as w+vD,

dK dK dJ dJ
— 9 , and —
dz dz dz dzO O O

are identical to

dK dK dJ d J
—  ■ , and
dx O 5 O ^ dk

O

Therefore, the structure of K and J must be such that equation (13) is 

identically solved for any function of the form f(6)=a-r where a is a 

constant vector. Thus, equation (12) is:

r  + f=o
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which automatically insures no precession of the orbital plane. Therefore,

requiring equation (10b), which is

J = —  K, 
dt

is equivalent to requiring no precession of the plane of a two-body orbit 

about the system’s velocity with respect to a preferred frame.

These two constraints are sufficient to determine most of the

expansion coefficients in the Lagrangian, the exceptions being those

coefficients which multiply tenns of the form of a velocity difference

between two bodies. Such terms cannot be constrained by Li constraints.

Generalized Lorentz Invariance Constraint

The environment can affect the internal dynamics of an otherwise 

isolated system if the value of the various mass parameters, coupling 

parameters, or PPN parameters in the Lagrangian are rescaled because of 

the proximity of matter. For example, at the Newtonian level of

approximation, a free body has the Lagrangian:

L = Mĵ (I)  + (1/2)M.(2)(I)v.2

with M(I)(0)=M(I)(2). If the rest mass, M (I)^, depends upon the 

environment differently than the kinetic inertial mass, M (I)^, these two 

masses will not in general be equal and the Lagrangian will not obey the 

LI constraint eq. (10a). The dependence of the parameters in the

Lagrangian on the environment must be examined in order to eliminate 

these kinds of preferred frame effects. Generalized Lorentz invariance
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constraints accomplish this by determining the environmental dependence 

of low order Lagrangian parameters in terms of higher order parameters 

and forcing a "rescaled" Lagrangian to obey the LI constraints.

The environment is brought into gravitational physics by considering 

a distribution of bodies which has a cluster of bodies — the reduced 

system — and one or more bodies located far from the cluster which are 

called spectator bodies (Nordtvedt 1985). The influence of the spectator 

bodies on the reduced system plays the role of environment modification, 

and the spectator bodies can be included or excluded from analysis of the 

reduced system. If a Lagrangian is written for the entire system 

(spectators plus the reduced system), the coordinates are such that the

metric becomes Minkowskian far from the total system. However, if a 

Lagrangian is written for the reduced system alone, different coordinates 

are used so that the metric becomes Minkowskian at some intermediate 

region between the spectators and the reduced system which is yet far 

from the reduced system. By analogy, this is similar to analyzing the

Earth-Moon system without reference to the sun by choosing coordinates 

which a freely falling in the sun’s gravitational field. The environmental

dependence is incorporated into the reduced Lagrangian by writing the 

Lagrangian for the entire system, changing the coordinates to those

appropriate to the reduced system and neglecting that part of the

Lagrangian which does not depend upon the bodies in the reduced system:

^REDUCED* L  ENTFRE^t  ^  SPECTATOR*

The reduced Lagrangian must then satisfy the LI constraints (eqs. 10a,b). 

This procedure is the generalized Lorentz invariance constraint. In



addition, the observed isotropy of the Newtonian interaction must be 

preserved Ui Lreduced.

The Strong Equivalence Principle

Lagrangians which satisfy both the LI and the GLI constraints show 

no preferred frame effects, biit do not thereby necessarily obey the 

strong equivalence principle (SEP), which is an additional constraint- 

that the outcome of any experiment (gravitational or non-gravitational) be 

independent of environment. If the SEP holds, all PPN parameters and 

coupling parameters in the Lagrangian must be independent of the

environment. In the language of the GLI constraint, the reduced

Lagrangian must retain no reference to the spectator bodies. Imposing 

the SEP further constrains the PPN parameters, and therefore reduces the 

variability or freedom in the PPN Lagrangian.

22
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SECOND ORDER INTERACTIONS 

The PPN Lagrangian to Second Order

The recent analysis of the alignment of the sun’s spin axis with 

respect to the angular momentum of the solar system constrains CL to a

part in IG7 (Nordtvedt 1987a). The IPPN Lagrangian is insufficient for 

analysis of such phenomena since the appropriate solar and environmental 

variables are of order IO"6. The accuracy of measurement in experimental 

gravity has reached a threshold at which the PPN formalism can usefully

be extended to second post-Newtonian (2PPN) order. Following the 

procedure outlined in Chapter One, the general 2PPN Lagrangian is given 

by:

L = Lcn"1) + L(N) + L(N+D + l (N+2).

where L(N"1} is of order (c)2, L(N) of order (l/c)°, Lf̂ +1} of order

(1/c)2, and L ^  of order (1/c)4. Since empirical evidence suggests that

the gravitational interaction shows no preferred frame effects and is

isotropic, the Lagrangian is restricted to reflect this invariance. The

additional consequences of invoking the strong equivalence principle at

either first or second order are also explored.

The Lorentz Invariance and Generalized Lorentz Invariance

constraints have already been imposed on the first order Lagrangian by
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both the Newtonian potential and . IPN corrections to the Newtonian

potential. This restricted Lagrangian will be used when the invariances 

are imposed on

L = - EM i(I)Cl - (l/2)v.2 - (IZS)V.4)

I
+ (1/2)E - [ F y d  - (l/2)(v.2+v.2-v. v.+(v.f..)(v.^..) 

y + (H-Y)Mi(I)Mj(I)(Vf Vj)2]

+ ((l/2)-B)E
Yik

where IL is a Newtonian coupling parameter between bodies i and j, F.^

is a three-body coupling parameter, and Y and B are PPN parameters.

The Newtonian coupling parameter reduces to products of appropriate

masses under the test body limit of one or two of the bodies.

The general expansion of L(N+2̂  is:

l (N+2) = E(1/16)M.(6)(I)v.6 (14)

+ < .-VjV mIIv Iv - A:j:3 ',!r iV l 'j'':;il

+ Aijw Cit-Vi) + A..(5)arv.) + Ay(6)a.2 + Ayc7̂ azaj)

+ A fU i^ V lla ,-PiiH

+ 2 —  KazFljXBJVv.2 * BljroVj2 + B J31(V1-Vj) + B J41(Vj^ jj)2 

% B ljro(vj^ lj)2 + B1ro(vj.|2lj)(vj. f 1.))

+ ( a j .v ^ ^ v v r . j )  + B ^ v z r .M

+ (a.-v.ltB^v^r..) + B./10̂ - ^ ) )

I- Cj roV4 + CijroVfVj2 I- Cll0 V V j-Ij I + Vlj'4 )VVVjI2 

+ (V j'^ A C ^ v .2 + Cjjl61Vj2 + C1Iro(Vi-Vj))
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+  (V i-f y t '/ l * , ,HCg111Vl- C il0V i-',Ii

>  H- + c / ^ v v ^ A v , - ^

— - I a 1- V 11 + aJ-V 2>

v *  + V V  + V V  + W v 1) H- BljW(Vj-Vt )

+ vI - V 0 V + vJ1V 2V + vi ' V <3>'vj + v j ' V <4)'vki

+
riT  ijkl 

r ijr ikr il

T^ijkl

r ijrjkrkl

The coefficients are coupling parameters which incorporate the 2PPN 

parameters, source strengths, and scalar functions of the interbody, vectors' 

The accelerations and higher derivatives of r  are removed by a coordinate 

transformation combined with the addition of the total time derivative of a 

function to the Lagrangian. The most general transformation which can be 

applied to the Lagrangian at this order without changing the coordinates 

at lower orders is given by:

r / = r + 5r.I l l

with

Sr
rIjMi(I)

[rij(cxy(1)v.2 + CJ2V j2 + e J 3)(v.-v.) + a.j(4)(v.-r ..)2 + a.^Cv.-r..)2 

+ a ij(6)(vi'r ijXVj' ̂ ij) + Ctijc7Vai- Vij) + e J 8)(a .• iv))

+ vi(cx..(9)(vi-v..) + c J 10)(v.-r..))

+ Vj(aj(11)(Vi-rij) + CCjci2c(VjTjj))

+ (Wijci3V. + a ij(14)aj)r.j]
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rijrikMi(I)̂ k 15yrij+%(15)y

+ ^ —  r v 16̂ + v (17)y
VjkMi®

and the addition of the total time derivative of:

Q = E —  [(ViTijXqija V.2 + qy(2)v.2 + qij(3)(vi-vj) + q ^ v .-^ ..)2

. y + qij(5)(vi^ ij)(vjT ..)]

+ rij2(qij(6)(ai'vi>+ (iij(7)(ai'vj) + qij(8)(ai'r ij))

+ (ai IiiXqii(9)<vi'r ii) + qy(10)<vj 'rii))]

+ ?•—  Eqyk(1 iŷ vi-rij>+ V 12ycvj-rIi) + V 13)(vk rii)]
v rijrik

The coordinates used in our form of L(N+1) are almost universally 

employed in first post-Newtonian analyses of gravity, but at second order, 

no consensus has been reached in the choice of coordinates. This 

transformation proves to be very useful in comparing specific theories 

expressed in specific gauges to the 2PPN Lagrangian obtained in this work. 

The Lagrangian in the new representation differs from the original by:

L' = L + EM i(IXvi-Svi) - E -^ C r j-Srjj) + —
r .3 J dt
V-

where Sv. = d(5r.)/dt and Srij = Sr-Srj. By choosing particular values for 

the parameters in Sr. and Q, unwanted terms in the Lagrangian can be 

eliminated, or a particular gauge can be selected.
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Before imposing the LI and GLI constraints on the Lagrangian, it is 

useful to separate L(N+2) into two pieces -  a "linear-field" (LF) piece 

which is linear in the potentials, and a "non-linear" (NL) piece containing 

the rest:

L<Nti,=L<LF,+L(NL)

where

M2 M3
L(LF) y4 Md L(nl) v2 and

The LI and GLl constraints can be imposed on L ^ ^  without reference to 

L(NL)' the calculations involved in imposing these constraints on

L(NL) are greatly simplified when the preferred frame effects have been 

removed from L(LF).

The Linear-Field Lagrangian

After the acceleration terms have been removed with the appropriate 

coordinate choice, the linear-field Lagrangian becomes:

L(LF) = X M i^(I)(IZlb)V.6 (15)

+ (1/2)X —  [Aym(Vf Vj)4 + AymVi2V.2 + Aym(Vî Vj2Xvi-Vj) + Ay(4)(v.-v.)2

+ By(I)((Vi-Vj)-^j)2 ^  By(2)((Vi-f'y)2Vj2+(Vj-^y)2V.2)

+ By(3)((v.-.f ..)2+(v.-r'..)2)(V.-v.)

+ (Vi’r y)(vj-^..)(By(4)(vi2+vj2) + Bym (Vi-Vj)

+ Cym((Vi-Vj) ^y)4 + Cy(2)(Vi'Py)2(Vj-Py)2 

+ Cy(3>((Vi-Py)^V.-Py) + (V.-Py)(V.-Py)3)]
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where the coefficients A..W B ..^  and C..<n> are 2PPN coupling

parameters between bodies i and j. If one of the bodies is considered to 

have negligible internal gravity so that its matter content is described by 

a single mass parameter M (its energy content in a metric theory), these 

parameters define mass parameters for the other body (Nordtvedt 1985). 

For example, in simple Newtonian gravity the analogous coupling parameter 

is GM.(G)M.(G). In the limit that body i becomes a test body, its mass 

can be factored out leaving GMj(G). The generalization of the test body 

limit in post-Newtonian gravity is called the non-compact limit, thus:

x ..(n) r . .(n>
Iim —  = x(n)M.(x(n)) Iim - ^  = GM.(G)
NCj M. NCj Mj 1

where X.j(n) is any linear-field coefficient and x(n) is the PPN parameter

associated with that coefficient. The terms involving only the velocity

difference (Vi-Vj)" have been identified at the outset to facilitate

imposition of the LI and GLI constraints.

The LI constraints are imposed first by requiring equation (IOa) to 

hold, yielding:

M.(6)(I)

Ai/2>+2Aij<3)+Aij<4)

= M.(I)

= -(IZS)Fij

= -(I-Ky)Mi(I)Mj(I) + (l/4)r.j 

— 0

= -(l/4)F.j

2A..(3> + 2A..W

B r + ? ; /

2Bij(3) + B.j<4>

while requiring equation (IOb) gives:
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A..(3) = (3/2)(l+y)M.(I)M.(I) - (SfS)T..

2B..(3) - ByW = (l/2)(I +y)M.(I)Mj(I) - (IfS)T..

3Blj(3) + C./33 =O

CijW + 2C..W = (SZS)Fij

These two standard constraints provide eight equations, but there are

nine coefficients to be constrained under imposition of LI. Thus, an "in

plane w" constraint is required to fully determine this part of the

Lagrangian. The simplest procedure which accomplishes this involves the 

trajectory of an unbound body as it is deflected by a larger mass.

In a scattering experiment, the initial conditions measured far from

the larger mass are the impact parameter, b, and the initial velocity, v.. 

The final velocity, vf, is the outcome which is also measured far from the

scattering center. Since the initial conditions and the outcome of this 

experiment are all measured in the asymptotic gravity-free region, the

final velocity as a function of v. and b can be used as the observable 

quantity and the LI constraining techniques of Chapter Two employed.

To linear order in the potential of the scattering center, the final

velocity is calculated by integrating the acceleration of a body along its

undeflected trajectory, giving the final velocity as a function of the

initial conditions and the velocity of the scattering center:

v= vf(b,v.,vs).

For simplicity, the velocity between the two observers is assumed to be 

normal to the initial velocity (Wvi=O) and lies in the plane of the system 

which is defined by the trajectory of the deflected body and the location 

of the scattering center (which is assumed to have a much larger mass
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than the deflected body). For an observer at rest with respect to the 

scattering center, this LI constraint requires:

vf(b(l-w2)'1/2,v.(l-w2)1/2' + w,w) = (I + w-Vf(O))"1 (w-vf(0) + v.(l-w2)1/2 + w)

where vf(0)=vf(b,v.,0) and v. and b are measured in the rest frame of the 

system. Imposing this constraint yields:

C1/ 3) = 0.

These nine constraint equations now determine all the parameters 

which could produce preferred frame effects independent Of the 

environment:

V
A,®

V
B1Jw

c ® .

B f

::-(l+Y)M.(I)Mj( I )+ (BZS)Fu 

= (3/2)(l+Y)M.(I)Mj(I) - (SZS)Fjj 

: -2( I+y)M.(I)Mj(I) + (3Z4)FU 

= -(1Z2)(1+y)M.(I)M.(I) + (IZS)F.. 

= (UY)Mi(I)Mj(I) - (1Z2)F..

(SZS)Fii

= 0 S w

The three remaining undetermined parameters are coefficients of terms 

involving velocity differences only:

I
SL = (1Z2)E —  [Aiĵ (Vf Vj)4 -H B..(1)((vi-vj)-Pij)2(vi-vj)2 + Cij(1)((vi-vj)-f.j)4]

and require use of the GLl constraint.



To impose the GLI constraint on the Lagrangian at this order, the 

spectator bodies are assumed at rest and their rescaling effects kept to 

first order in the potentials. At some intermediate region between the 

reduced system and the spectator bodies the metric is rescaled to first 

order in the spectator’s potentials. The metric needed for rescaling comes 

from the IPPN Lagrangian and is given by (Nordtvedt 1985):
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Sc I - i E
Me(G)

and g.ab I + Z L  - l  [(l+y)Ms(I) - Ms(G)]
\

Sab (10
/

The coordinate rescaling which puts this metric into Minkowski form is:

t' = t(Sod/* 

and

r' = *’( IgabI)172

Following the procedure outlined in Chapter Two, the reduced Lagrangian 

gives:

M-W(I)' = M.(I) + E —1(8(A<1> + B.s<1>(<>,^)2 + C j 1W i-^s)4)
R

- 4(1+y)M.(I)Ms(I) + Mi(I)Mg(G)) 

but we have from previous work (Nordtvedt 1985):

I
M W ® ' = M.(I) + X  —  (Mi(I)Mg(G) - Fis).

R

Imposing the LI constraints on this Lagrangian requires:

Ai/ 1) + Bi/ 1>(<>.-fij)2 + = (l/2)(l+Y)Mi(I)M.(I) - (IZS)Tij
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which forces:

Ay(1) = (I/2)(I+y)M.(I)M.(I) - (IZS)Ey

- 0

The 2PPN linear-field Lagrangian is then:

L = -  EM i(I)Cl - (l/2)v.2 - (l/8)v.4 - (1/16)v.6)

I
+ (1/2)E —  [ly(l - (l/2)(v.2 + V.2 - v.-v.)

lj - (l/8)(v.4 + v.4 - V-2V.2 + (v.2+v.2)v.-v. - 2(v.-v.)2

- (l/2)(v.-r..)(v.-r..)(l - (l/4)(v.2 + v.2 - 4v.-v.))

- (3/8)(v.-r.j)2(vj-f..)2)

+ (l-i-y)M.(I)M.(I)((v.-v.)2(l - ( ! ^ ( v /P y ) ^ - ^ ) )

+(l/2)(v4 + V.4 - (v2+v.2)v.-v.))]

if it is to show no preferred frame effects even in the presence of 

spectators, i.e. if it is to have generalized Lorentz invariance.

The metric can be found by using this Lagrangian to obtain the 

equation of motion for a non-compact test body and comparing this with a 

geodesic equation, and identifying the metric components. In some 

coordinate systems this procedure cannot be implemented, but convenient 

coordinates can be chosen which put the Lagrqngian for a test body into 

the explicit form of a line element (proper time interval):

f  dxa dx13

Ldt= 8 < ®  T  TJ J { at dt

The needed transformation is:



I
S r = X ------ ((l/2)(l+Y)M.(I)M.(I)-(3/8)r..)(v.2r.. - 2(v.-r..)v.), (17)

TjjM-(I) J J J J j y i

combined with the addition of the total time derivative of:

I
Q = -X —  ((IzaXl-^M i(I)Mj(I)-(SZS)FijX(ViTij)V.2 - (VjTjj)V.2) (18)

rii

to the Lagrangian. The Lagrangian is altered by:

I
SL = (1/2)X — [ -(3/8)rij(2vi2vj2 - (vi2+vj2)vi-v. + (v.-r ..)(v.-rl.j)(v.2+v.2)

1J + (vi-r..)2vj2+(vj-f.j)2vi2)

(l/2)(l+Y)Mi(I)Mj(I)(2vi2v.2 - (Vî Vj2)Vi-Vj +(v.-rij)(vj-r..)(v.2+vj2)

+ (v.-r..)2 Vj^(Vj-Tij)2V.2)]

and gives the "linear-field" line element for a metric:

I
goo = I - 2X —  [M.(G)(1-(1/2)v.2-(1/8)v.4) + (I +y)M.(I)v.2( I+(l/2)v.2)]

r i

I
goa = X —  [(l/2)M.(G)(l+(l/2)v.2)(v.-(v.-#.)f.) - 2(1+y)M.(I)(1+(1/2)v.2)v.]

ri
I

. g.„ = -(1 -2 X  — EM.(G)(H-(3/8)(v.2-(v.-0.)2))

1 - (l+Y)M.(lXl+(l/2)(v.2-(v.-f.)2))])§ab 

I
-(1/2)X —  [M.(G)(v.v. - (Vi-A)(Vi^ v i) + (3/4)(v.2+(v.-A)2)A A )

- 2(l+Y)M.(I)(vi2AA - (v.-'A)(v.r .+Av.))]

When written in these "metric" coordinates, the Lagrangian does not

satisfy the constraint imposed in equation (IOb) since the coordinate

33
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transformation introduces body-dependent coordinate alterations in the 

direction of any uniform velocity which is added to all bodies of the 

system. .

The linear-field Lagrangian has now been constrained to show no 

preferred frame effects, and as a result it has been uniquely determined in 

terms of PPN parameters already present in the first order Lagrangian. 

Generalized Lorentz invariance implies that there are no new degrees of 

freedom (i.e. PPN parameters) in the linearized gravitational interaction at 

the 2PN level. This constrained Lagrangian can now he used in imposing 

the LI and GLI constraints on the non-linear Lagrangian.

The NomLinear Lagrangian

The non-linear part of the 2PPN Lagrangian includes three and four 

body interactions. It is therefore possible that the expansion coefficients 

in a general Lj, ^  can be more complex than dimensionless numbers; they 

can be scalar functions of the multiple interbody vectors (r.p. The 

general acceleration independent non-linear Lagrangian can be written:

"(ND
rHrUc

[ V i v I2 + V V + ^ Z 2V

+ V 3V v  - V 3V v + V 4V v  

+ v V v v ' V V v ' V / v

* vI c IikV4 V c I t iV + v V  V 1

nT  ijkl

rH %

V Q ijkl

V jk rId
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where Ayk, Byk, Cyk, and Dyk are matrices built from outer products of 

the interbody unit vectors whose matrix elements are dimensionless scalar 

functions of the interbody vectors. Similarly xFyk̂ ,  Ilykl, and Iiykl are 

such scalar functions. The coordinate freedom:

r  = r .  +
rijrikMi®

" V iXi * 0V 1V  ‘ ( " V 2X i+ a W

eliminates some of the Lagrangian terms, leaving:

TNL)
V ik

^ i iV X 2+ ■it -Jt

+ vV Aijt'vi + S 11JIi+ U+ S = I t j S  

♦ V1-Cw-V t v l- ^  f  V1J-Dyk1Vik]

n

VikrU

T  Rjkl 1 

VjkrM

(19)

The coefficients have the following symmetries in their indices:

ra (I) 
ijk -  mV - Aijk

3Il

R jM = R(jM); ' RjM = 0 Wi

R jk ikj’

and A... and B... are symmetric matrices. Each of the matrix parameters
IJK IjK

can be expressed as a sum of four "basis" outer products as:

A ijk ~  X i k l l r IJr Ij ■ +  W i t +  X j A A +vv>
=  =IJki i lr  JJr  IJ +  =U ti21V V +  = u M j V +  V V j i

C ijk =  X jki i V u +  X j t i2X A
+  C  (3)r r ijk ij1 ik +  V A V

R jk =  V i i V u  . +  D w iilV V ' D 1Jti21V V +  D 1Jki A V
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with AyJ2), DyJ2) and DyJ3) symmetric under interchange of j and k. 

The coefficients - are non-linear coupling parameters and also define

various reduced coupling parameters in the non-compact limit of one or 

more of the bodies. In general, the non-linear coupling parameters are 

functions of the locations of all three bodies as well as the matter 

content of each body . and therefore the reduced parameters retain

information about the location of a body even after the information of its 

matter content has been removed by taking the non-compact limit. The 

notation of an underlined subscript is introduced to indicate which body is 

taken to the non-compact limit — for example:

Since a reduced coupling parameter still depends on the location of any 

non-compact bodies, their indices are kept, although its dimension has 

been reduced by a power of [M] for each non-compact body -  e.g.: 

A. .J1) has dimension [M]2 since all dependence on the matter content of 

body i has been removed. In the limit that all bodies become non- 

compaqt, there remain the "bare" coupling parameters:

x U t = f ijk( x )

where X..Jn) represents any of the three-body parameters. The bare 
U

coupling parameters for the four-body coefficients are: 

n UJd= fijkl(7r) andf2UH = V 03)-



When the non-linear metric field g(x|3(r) is calculated, the reduced 

coupling parameters will appear in the source potentials, and thus includes 

their dependence on the metric field variable .(f). A test body placed at 

i, necessarily taken to the non-compact limit, will provide this

information. The index " J  indicates the use of a generic test body, so 

that Xj j Cr) = Xtjj with rt = r.

Imposing the first LI constraint (eq. (IOa)) on this Lagrangian
gives:

V  = -(l/2)((l/2)-B)r,^ (20)

Since Wijkĉ is merely a constant, it simplifies the imposition of the

second LI constraint (eq. (10b)) which is the primary reason for the

gauge choice adopted for L ^ ^ . The second LI constraint requires:
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C (1> ijk
r r  r

-,1/8, 1J *' * ((> .,£ )]  
*  Tifc M1(I) " ^

(21a)

C (3> Sjk
rii r . r . ,

= + —  [(I^)(Uy)LikMj(I) - (1/8) 1J lkI 
rik Mi(I)

(21b)

V Il < Il © (21c)

Aykw Il 
. 

6 •! (2 Id)

V ® (21e)

The remaining coefficients, ***>, Bijfc, and Bijfc, multiply terms which 

depend only on interbody velocities and therefore cannot be fixed by the 

LI constraints. The Lagrangian fulfilling equations (20) and (21) will 

show no preferred frame effects in the absence of spectator matter.

The GLI constraint is imposed on L(NL) in a two step process. The 

Lagrangian ’ s body kinetic terms (which persist in the absence of gravity)
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must be examined to second order in the spectator potentials if new 

constraints are to be placed on L(NLy This requires knowledge of the 

metric (in particular gab) to this order. Since is needed to

evaluate gab at second order in the potentials, the non-linear Lagrangian 

should be as fully constrained as possible before this constraint is

applied. Thus the GLI constraint is most effectively applied to L(NL) by

first analyzing the two-body interaction terms and then applying the

constraining techniques to the kinetic terms.

The GLI constraint requires that the reduced Lagrangian satisfy the

LI constraints when Written in the rescaled Coordinates, although not

necessarily in the standard gauge of L ^ +1X The spectators themselves 

allow a further gauge freedom using the positions of the spectators

relative to the reduced system. The GLI constraint is therefore applied

to L(NL̂) by finding the reduced Lagrangian in the rescaled coordinates 

and requiring this to have the same form as the IPPN Lagrangian (modulo 

a gauge transformation). The gauge transformation needed is:

( a ijsrij +

where a... and 15... are dimensionless scalar functions of r.. and R .
IJK IJK 1J

: _ ■ ‘ ..

This modifies the two-body interaction terms in the Lagrangian by:

5L = E M i(I)Vi-Sv..

The two-body interaction terms in the Lagrangian must have the form of: 

I
L = (1/2)X —  [F..(l - (l/2)(v.2 + v.2 - v.-v. + (v.-f-Xv.-^..)))

^  + (I-Hf)G7Mzi(I)Mzj(I)(Vi-Vj)2]
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where rV, y , and G are the values of those parameters which

have been rescaled by the new environment which now includes the 

spectator bodies. Except for y, all of these parameter rescalings have 

already been determined through imposing the GLI constraints on the 

IPPN Lagrangian and are (Nordtvedt 1985):

r < = %  + S  a - m x r ^ r , ^

Mz-(I) = M i(I)+ E  - ( M i(I)Ms(G )-T is) .
S

I
G' = G + E  —  [(l+y)M (I) + 2(1-213)M (13)]

R

where G=L Requiring the equality:

^REDUCED L+5L

gives:

vp (2) , m . (2) 
isj jsl (l/2)(l+y)r„M s(I)

and

B isj +  Bjsi -(I^)(Ify)TM (I)A ,A. -.(l/2)[(l/2)-l3)(T.+T. ) ] )Mij sv > ij ij '"jig/ S S

(22)

(23)

+.(1/16)

It also defines how y is rescaled in the presence of proximate matter:

I
(y z-y) = -E -  [2(l+y)((l+y)Ms(I) + Mg(G) + (l-2B)Mg(B)-(rjs/M .(I)+ris/M(I))

S - ( l/2 )ryMg(I)/(Mi(I)M.(I))) - (l/2)(l-213)(ri.+ r ..s)/M.(I)Mj(I)

+ j  V 2 > + (24)
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Since (y -y) must be independent of the reduced system body coordinates 

an additional constraint on the structure of B D.. and tF.. <2> is
yk ijfc ijk

obtained:

^ s (2)+̂ jis(2)-%-[2(Bijs+Bjis)+(DTy +D.is)]-r.. = XAMi(I)Mj(I) (25)

where X is a numerical parameter and Ag is a mass parameter. Equations

(22), (23) and (25) do not actually provide specific values for the

parameters vFijk*'2-* and Bjjk because these parameters are given in the 

limit that I Tj-RgI = I rj-Rg] =Rg.

In order to impose the GLI constraint at second order in the 

spectators’ potentials, the metric must be obtained to that order. The 

"metric" coordinates (eqs. 17 and 18) which put L(LF) into the form of a 

line element also change the non-linear Lagrangian by:

r.
8L <n l > =  - d / z ) Z  - ^ ( I y S r e )  

rU

which is:

SL = -(1/2)E — ( I^ )F yMk(I) - 3 %
M-(I)

In these coordinates, the Lagrangian is of the form of a line element, but 

it does not provide a metric which is diagonal for non-moving bodies— 

consequently the coordinate change associated with the reduced Lagrangian 

will not be a simple coordinate rescaling. However, an additional 

coordinate change puts the metric into a diagonal form:
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where CẐk, Byk, and ^ k are defined by:

+

VikMiW
^jikrIj + YjikrJk̂  (26)

" d r..
- ( V r ik)r.. a tik = ((Iti)Cetax CltlmX v i l)

X ik J
'CetmX ' r IkXCitZ3Xvik- r y)

d n. >

2 V - ( V ^ i k ) ^ijk = -^ J k w X  V b W 3Xv/ , ,
X ar V

- V ' ^ v W ^ v ^ '
r d r..

2  rij T " ( v ij'F ij ) - —  ( V r ik) % = V 1V V V
+2Blt<% lkD + B ,t ,m(vlt-X

(27)

(28)

(29)

In "metric" coordinates, the non-linear part of the Lagrangian is:

_  I .
"(ND'

r.. r . r .
+ (1/8) —  - ^ ( ( ^ - ^ ) ( 3 v ^ + ( v - r ) ( v - r y ) ) - 6 ( v - r ) ( v - r )  

Iik M.(I) J J J J J J J

Vik

rij

+ 2(vif ik)(Vjk̂ ik))

- (1/2) - 2(vi-Fik)(vj-Py)

+ 2(yi Aik)(Vjkf ik))

+ 2aj.k(vi2-v.-v.) + BijkVij2 + 2 ^ ijk( V 1Vjk - YijkVij1Vik

„  an '
+ X - i E ijkl

V ik rU VjkV
where

n  ijkT n jjM + ^ ^ cx̂ +Bmj-Ym. + - W i k +Mi(I) rM rij
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symmetrized under interchange of j,k, and I. To reduce the size of the 

metric, the term-wise symmetry under interchange of body labels in the 

sums over bodies in the metric has not been retained, (although the sums 

themselves are still independent of the labelling choice). In this form, the

metric is:

Soo =1 - 2 E —  tMi(G)(l-(l/2)vi2-(l/8)vi4) + (l+y)Mi(I)v.2(l+(l/2)vi2)] (31)
ri

- 2%—  [((l/2)-P)\, -(l/2)M.(G)Mj(G)(I -(I -(3/4)
r iri

- ( 1+y)M.(I)M.(G)( I +(1/2) —  (f. ^.))v.2
rj

- Z W j2Xvt-Yi-V^ + BjjV.2 - Yj jVi-Vj]

—  (^ ^ ) )v .2 
rJ

- 4X—  [((l/2)-P)A,'y(l-(l/2)(v.2+(v.-r .^(Vj-r y)))
1Mj r..

+ (I /4) (I +y)M. (G)Mj(I) (v.2-2(v.^.)(vy^.)+2(v.^..)(v..-^.))

- (IZlb)Fy
Mj(G) n

A x/.. A—  ((r.-Fy)(v.2-(v.-r..)(v.-r..)) - 6(v.-r.)(v.-P..)
Mi(I) r.

2(vi-rii)(vji-rji))
i ij-v ij ij 

+  Ctj j Vi2 +  cty (Vj2-V--Vj) +  (1/2)13.jV .2

+  ( l/2 )B y  (Vj2-Vj2-VjVj) - W . J 2)vrv.  - 'FiL(2)(v j2-v .-vj)

- (1/2)YjJ(Vj2-V--Vj) - (IZZ)Tjj (Vj2-Vi-Vj)I

- 2E
"rirjrk

%

( n ; tik- ((IZZH)XyMk(G)) +

(OiJk-((l/2H )M j(G )X y +

W ik
Tl'.

U k

i f
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I
Soa =■ - £  —  [(l/2)Mi(G)(l+(l/2)v.2)(v.-(v.-rv.)r'.) - 2(l+y)Mi(I)(l+(l/2)vi2)v.] (32)

ri

X— [ -  ((l/2)-(3)X..(v.- .̂)r.
Vj

(l/2)Mi(G)Mj(G)(v.-(l+(l/4) — A XA

"(3/2) —  (v.^.)^.+(l/4) J -  (v .,f )^ )

ri+ (l+Y)Mi(I)M.(G)(2vi+ —  ((3/4)(v.-^.)rj-(l/2)(v./r .)r .) - 2a ..v.
rj

X  J- [ -(l/2)((l/2)-6)X,/..(v.;iP'.)Pl
Y ij

ijv i iy i

r. M.(G)
+ (1/16) —  F —  ((^■f')(v .^i)+6(vi^ )+ 2 (v i^ .))^  

r y M (I) 1 y 1 1 y

-  (1/2) J -  (l-K/)r..((v.^..)+(v.^.)^.) - Wi j V- + 'PiJ(2)(vi+vj)
ry

"'I#ij_(2)(vr vj) ■ 15UvI+ (1Z2XYij^ y_)(vf vj)] 

i
gab = - V 1 " —  [M.(G)(l+(3/8)(v.2-(v.-ir'.)2))

r.
1 - (I +y)M.(I)( I+(l/2)(v.2-(V.- r j)2))]

(33)

- 2 X — [((l/2)-P)X„ - (1/2)M.(G)Mj(G) + (I+y)M.(I)Mj(G)
Yj

- - i5J j + T y

+ 4X —  [ -  (IZl)((IZZ)-P)A,'. Y

Y ij

(3/8) —  r  

Jj

M.(G)

x;; 1J M-(I) 1 1J

+ J -  (l/2)(l+y)r..(YY..) - 2% <?> + Bi J)
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- l L  - [ M i(G)(ClM)ViV. + (3/8)(v.2+(vî i)2) ^ .

- (lM)(vi-r.)(v.ri+ riv.))

- (l/2)( I +Y)M.(I)(v.2r '.r'.-Cv.- r'.)(v.f'.+r .v.))].

If the spectators’ motion is negligible, the appropriate coordinate 

change for second order rescaling is:

I - tCg00)172 and f =FGgkl)172

where

I i ’ I
goo = 1 - 2X -M -(G ) - 2X—  [((l/2)-P)l.-(l/2)M i(G)M.(G)] -4X — ((l/2)-|3)X:. 

ri V j  V ij

T  1gab = - 5ab(l - 2X - [ M i(G)-(H-Y)Mi(I)]

- 2 X — [((l/2)-p)l - (IM)Mi(G)M(G) + (I-Hy)Mi(I)M(G)
ts

2%  l l V1 Vij1

+ 4 2 — [-(IHX(IC)-IS)V11- (3/8) - F 11 — k # , , )
Vi, . rU Mi®  ’

r.
+ —  (i/zx i-i^ r,.)? '.-^ ) - 2 % f> + Bu ])

rIJ

The rescaling of the kinetic terms in the reduced Lagrangian are then:

I
MZw (I) =M .(I)+ X—(Mi(I)Ms(G)-L )

I
+ X — [((l/2)-/3)(M.(I)Xs,-Lss,)

% + Mg,(G)Mi(l)Ms(G)-(l/2)(Ms,(G)L+M g(G)Ls,)] 

I
+ X --[(l-2P )(M i(I)X'ss,-Lis,)]
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and

M/<2>(I) : Mj(I) + X— (Mi(I)M (G )-F .)

I

+ ^ R R ((1/2)’6)(Mi(I)^ s’’riss,) " 4(Mi(I)aLSs’-a iss-)
S S’ + (Ms,(G)-2(l+Y)Ms,(I))(M.(I)Ms(G )-ris) 

'  2(M .(I% .,-& ^) + 2(Mi(I)Y.ss,-yiss,)]

- Z — [(3/4)— (A-& J . rss’
R ., M,Q)

+ 4(Mi( I )¥ Ls<2>-^sis,<2))

Generalized Lorentz invariance requires: 

MZw (I) = MZw (I),

so, I

( M i W V V  - (34)
- (l+y)Ms,(I))(M.(I)Ms(G)-ris) 

and

(35)

R r ,
= + [(3/4) —  KMv(I)Ms(G)-FJ

R , M (I)

A further constraint is the requirement that the Newtonian

interaction remain isotropic in the presence of spectators. This restricts 

the form of the bare coupling parameters. If the rescaled Newtonian 

parameter (r„) is to be isotropic to second order in the spectators’



I

potentials, then 3(n,..ss,+il,.isg,)+2f2gi.s, av8 2(0..ss,+Ojisg,) must be 

independent of the body coordinate Fjji Imposing isotropy on the IPPN 

coupling parameter (F1jjk) to first order in the spectators’ potentials forces 

3n,.jks+(l/2)(Ojjks+Okijs+Ojkis+Okjis) to be independent of the location of 

all four bodies. The non-compact limit of these expressions will be used 

later, so we here define:

= G , (37)

where Fgg, and Ggg, are coupling functions involving only the spectators, 

and:

3n 'm ,+ ( 1/2 )(au t . +Qtti»+ Ql^ i W - I n VH) (38>

where H is a numerical parameter, independent of the body locations and 

Mg(H) is the mass associated with that parameter.

Although specific values of the PPN parameters 'Pjjk̂ ,  Bjjk ,and

Djjk have not been given, the two constraints (eqs. 34 and 35) provide

constraints on two of these parameters in their general form (unlike 

equations (22), (23) and (25) which only give limiting values). The

gravitational interaction which shows no preferred frame effects is

described by the 2PPN parameters:

Bijk’ Yijk' 11 ijkl’ mld R jk l

which are subject to the constraints given by equations (34-38). Since 

the Newtonian gravitational interaction has been shown to be isotropic to 

a part in IO13 and the sun’s potential is of order IO"6, the 2PPN coupling

46
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parameters (IIykl and Oykl) must produce isotropic rescaling to about ten 

percent. The 2PPN parameters are related to the environmental rescaling 

of the IPPN parameters y and 13 and the gravitational constant G. The

rescaling of y is given in equation (24) and the fescalings of 13 and G 

are:

I
(B'-B) = -X —  [((l/2)-6)(M (G)-2( l+y)M (I)) + HM (H)] 

R 8 ■ 8

(G'-G) = X— [(l+y)M (I) + 2(1-26)M (B)] 
R s

(39)

(40)

+X— [(l4y)Ms,(I)(Ms(G)-(l/2)(l+y)Ms(I)+2(l-2B)Ms,(B)) + Fgs,
%

rA ,.

3 M ,<G > A A
■r„.((i-n)  -------1— X k * , )

16 M1(I)

The Strong Equivalence Principle

The strong equivalence principle constrains the PPN Lagrangian to be. 

independent of an environment of spectators. When applied to the Lorentz 

invariant IPPN Lagrangian, the SEP requires (Nordtvedt 1985):

4.(3 —3 —y = 0  (41)

which has been observationally verified to a part in IO3. The SEP has the 

weakest experimental support of any of the invariances discussed 

previously. Because there is no decisive evidence that it must hold at
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second PN order, the second order consequences of imposing the SEP to 

IPN order will be discussed before it is applied to the 2PPN Lagrangian.

If the SEP is valid only to IPN order, then equation (41) is satisfied 

and therefore the Newtonian and IPPN coupling parameters reduce to

products of inertial masses. This requires that the linear-field 2PPN 

coupling parameters be similarly reduced, so that:

Xiĵ  = XcnM(I)M j(I)

with

a(1) = (3/8)+(y/2) b(4) = -((3/8)+(y/2)) c(2) = 3/8

a(2) = -((5/8)+y) b(5) = (l/2)+y

a(3) = (7/8)+(3y/2)

a(4) = -((5/4)+2y).

The non-linear parameters, Ajjk, and Cijk, must be:

T ijkĉ  = (l/8)(l+y)Mi(I)Mj(I)Mk(I)

CijkcD = (l/8)(2(l+y) - (rij/rik)(^..^ik))Mi(I)Mj(I)Mk(I)

Ci j W = ((3/8)+(y/2))(rij/rik)M.(I)M.(I)Mk(I)

A..W = .y /2 )C 1Jt«) , .

V 8 -  - f V U cikj<3))-

The constraint equations required by GLI become:

= (I^)(I-PY)Mi(I)Mj(I)Ms(I) (42a)

Bisj+Bjsi (42b)

- CMi(I)Ŷ sgI-zY-gg») = - 2(M.(I)alss,-OCiss, (42c)

;=0, (42d)
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and the rescalings of G, y, and 6 are:

(Gz-G) = - E - _[(l/2)(l-Hy)(l+3y)Ms(l)Ms,(I)-F ss’ -2a_ss,-J3_ssi+Y_s.,] (43a)
v , ,

+ i J -
r Sr SS'

■((l/8)+(y/2))Ms(I)Ms,( I ) (^ ^ ss,)
S S i

+ ¥  _ / )+(l/2)|i, „40,s_s’ ss'

(y z-y) == -E  —  [(l4y)2M (I) + AA ] 
R

(43b)

(&'-&) = -E  —  l.(l/4)( I +y)( l+2y)M (I)) + HMq(H)]. (43c)

If the SEP holds at 2PN order, then the resealings of G, y and 6

must vanish, so:

AAg = -(I-Hy)2Mg(I) (44a)

Fgg, = (l/2)(l+y)(l+3y)Mg(I)Mg,(I)-2a_g,,-|3_gg,-Hy_gg, (44b)

Ggg, = (l/8)(l+4y)(RsZRgg,)(ft.fts,) + 2 ¥ s_g,<^-|3s_g, (44c)

H = -(l/4)(l+y)(l+2y) (44d)

and Mg(H) = Mg(I). These give limiting constraints on the free parameters 

remaining after Lorentz invariance. Since the inertial mass is rescaled to 

third order in the spectators’ potentials by:

5M'.(0)(I) DSL(I)Ag, + (M.(I)Mg(G)-r.g)Mg,(G)Mg„(G) 

+ (l-2(B)(Mi(l)As,Ms„(G)-(l/2)risA,s_(l/2)r.ss,Ms„(G))]
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+X-
R sR s’R ss"

[Mi( D r issllCco) -  Os’iss"'

+x(
r Sr SS-r SS"

r r SS-r S-S"

+ (l-2|3)(M.(Drss,MsXG)-(l/2)risA ;s,r(l/2)ris,Ms,(G))]

- n ' sis,s„]

IMiCD^ ss-s" -  ^ iss-S-]-

and the SEP requires M'(D = M(D, then:

^  jikl =  ji_ki

^ijki = Mi^^ rjk r

Taking the non-compact limit of various spectators gives:

IT fiilr1(7c,)Mi(DMi(DMlr(DM1(Dijki _  iIjkiv-' jv ^ VikVi-/i X1v

a Ijki = fijkl(to)M.(DMj(I)Mk(I)M1(I).

If it is further assumed that the four-body gravitational interaction 

is simple, i.e.:

V 7t')

fijkl(<D) = ®

then equations (44b-d) can be solved, giving:

tt' = (1/3)[(1+7)((3/4)+2y) -  (2f_ss,(a)+f_ss,(B)-f ss,(y))] 

to = -(1/4)(1+Y)(2+5y) + (l/2).(2f_ss,(a)+f ss,(B)-f_ss,(Y)) 

(2 fss,(a)+f_Ss,(6)-f_ss,(Y))-(2f_s,^ ) ) - f _ s,(B))^

(1/2)(1+y)(2+5y) + (l/8)(l+4Y)(R/Rss,)(A A s,)

(45a)

(45b)

(45c)
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which requires the combination (2f ss,(oc)+f gg,(B)-f gg,(y» to be a 

numerical parameter:

(2f_ss,(a)+f_ss,(i3)-f_ss,(Y)) = ct,

Furthermore, the functional dependence of (f  g,(13)-2f g,('F^)) must be:

(l/8)(l+4g)(RsMss, ) ( ^ ^ ss,).

This leaves only y with no restrictions. Thus, under the imposition of 

the strong equivalence principle and simplicity of Iljjkl and Sljkp the 

number of free parameters in the 2PPN Lagrangiart reduces to two -  y 

and Yjjk where yjjk is defined in equation (29). AU other parameters and

bare coupling functions are at least partiaUy fixed by equations (42) and 

(45).

The Two-Bodv Lagrangian

For many applications of this Lagrangian, the system under analysis 

win be a two-body system, in which case the coupling parameters of the 

non-linear part of the Lagrangian all reduce to numerical parameters. The 

two-body limit of the non-linear Lagrangian (eq. 19) is:

L(NL) = ^  [ ( ( 1 / 2 ) - ^  +

+  Vl ' ^ 1 2 2 'V1 +  +  v I 2" (2 ® 122+ ®122^‘ V12-1

I
+ T  ^ 1222 + O1212]; ,+ l<->2,

r

and the coordinate transformation which diagonalizes the metric (eq. 26) 

becomes:
I 1

1 ~ -\/t n \ 2 22+P122~YI22) + I^ rMv(I)X
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with:

Oi122 = -(1/4)(C12 m+2C122<3>) and H12rt22  = (1/2)?,(ZB122H-D122)-?.

If these new coordinates are adopted and T122 is defined to be P122-Yi22, 

then the non-linear Lagrangian is:

I
l (NL) =  j  K ( W ) - B r 122+ Y 122a S 2 -  ( a / z ^ ’H - q ^ K v X v , - , , )  H -T 122V122

+ <c m <1)+2cl22<3,) S - ? ) ( v 2-?) .

I
" T I C ' ,22.-" T 12ZM,'."*'

+ (D1212-(T 12(M1(D)T211)] +1«-h2.

The LI constraints give:

C122(1)+2C122<3) = -«l/2)-6)ri22 - (IZS)(Cri2)2ZM1(I)) + ((l+y)Z2)ri2M2(I).

When both spectators are taken to the non-compact limit, the applicable 

GLI constraint (eq. 34) requires:

2d(M(o)-M(I)) = (I5-(1Z2))(M(6)-M(I)) - y(M(G)-M(I)) +(9Z8)(M(I)-(M(G)2ZM(I)),

where T122 = DM1(O)). If the strong equivalence principle is imposed at 

IPN order only, then:

Ci22(1)+2Ci22(3) = (1/16)(9+10y)M1(I)M2(I)2 

T122 = DM1(I)M2(I)2,
••••

and the non-linear Lagrangian is:

M1M 2 A A  9
L(NL) = [((lZ2)-15)(i - (IZZ)V1 V2 - (V1T)(V^r)) + D(V1-V2)2

- ((7Z16)+(yZ2))(v12 - V1-V2 - Z(V1-P)(V2T )
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+ ~ f  Uj '1222 + Q'l212l + 1<H2’

where

f f I222 = Hl^ t i r u A 1iIllKlJ/2IC,.:.'i W .- ;, ''-T ]22I

^  I2 I 2 =  H i2 i2  " 1̂ H12ZM 1 ( I ) J 1 2I r

When the SEP is imposed to 2PN order, the parameters Hz1222 and 

Hz12I2 are given by:

Hz1222 =JtM1(I)M2(I)3

Hz1212 = COM1(I)2M2(I)2

with:

Tt = (1/3)[(1+y)((3/4)+2y) + ((9/16)+(5y/ 8 ) ) - d]

(o = —(l/4)[(l+Y)(2+5y) — ((9/8)+(5y/4)) + 2n],

leaving only two parameters, y and t).

Conclusion

Experiments are now being designed to exploit new technology to 

perform solar system tests of gravitation to second order. Along with 

continued observation of the binary pulsar, future experimental gravity 

will provide tighter limits on the observed values of the PPN parameters. 

I t . is important that these experiments most effectively probe the

gravitational interaction. This work has explored the 2PN gravitational

interaction via a 2PPN many-body Lagrangian expansion. The freedom in 

the nature of the interaction (represented by 2PPN parameters in the 

Lagrangian) is restricted by the imposition of several empirically based

I
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invariances on the observables calculated from the Lagrangian. The

initial freedom of twenty-one gauge independent parameters in the 2PN 

expansion is reduced to two partially determined parameters and three 

free parameters under a generalized Lorentz invariance which requires

that no preferred frame effects be detected in a system which may be in

an environment of spectator matter. This invariance is supported by

observation to an accuracy ranging from a part in IO5 to one in IO7. 

When the isotropy of the first order, static gravitational interaction is 

also required (which is supported to a part in IO13), two of the remaining

three free . parameters are partially restricted. The four partially

detennined parameters are futher constrained by the imposition of the

strong equivalence principle to IPN order, which has been confirmed to a 

tenth of a percent. Although at 2PN order the evidence for the SEP is

minimal and of order ten percent for isotropy, these two invariances are 

also imposed on the Lagrangian and further restrict three of the partially

determined parameters while fixing two of them with the assumption of a 

simple scalar form for the four-body parameters. The Lagrangian which 

fulfills all of these invariances has the form:

L = - EM.(I)(1 - (l/2)v.2 - (l/8)v.4 - (l/16)v.6)

' M.M. „
+ (1/2)2 - L J  [I - (l/2)(v.2 + V2 -Vj-V) .

T..
lj - (l/8)(v.4 + v.4 - v.2v.2 + (v2+v.2)v/v. - 2(v.- v.)2 

r (l/2)(v.-f..)(v.'^)(l - (IMXyi2 + vJ2 - 4Vi-Vj))

- (3/8)(vi-r..)2(v.-ri.)2)

+ (!+YX(Vf Vj)2U - ( l/2 )(v A X v A ))

+(l/2)(v 4 + y 4 - (V2-HVj2)Vi-V.))]
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M.M.M.
+ 2 - L - L - k[((l/2)-|3)(l - (l/2)(v.2+(v.^ij)(v^.j)+(v.^ik)(vk-fiJc)))

Yik
+ (1/8) 4 -  (Vi-^)(V yfj) + !^(^(v^-v.-V j)

rik
- + (2fijk(T(2)).fijk(Y))v.j.vik]

(l/3)[(l+y)((3/4)+2y) - 0]
rIiY rU
MjMMkM1

- X j (l/4)(l+Y)(2+5y) + (l/2)cr].
Y k rM

The parameters fjjk(a), Ijjk(B), and f.jk(y) are defined by:

r.. r.
6f.jk(a) = - [(l/2)((l/2)-6) - (1/16) 4 (Vvrjk) + —  ((3/8)+(y/2))](v..-fj)

OfijkW

6 ^ ( 7 )

where

+ - i  [(3/8)+(y/2)](v ^ ik) + —  [(3/8)+(y/2)Kv -Pit)
rik rij

A

6  =
z d r. x

. —---- (V ..T ..)  -  -— (VivT jv)rik* iky
X /

The parameters 'F... 2̂) and Bijk are constrained to satisfy:

= (I^)(U y)M iMjMs

BiSj+Bjsi . = (l/4)( I +y)MiMjMg%A

U s = -(l+y)2Ms(I) = YijJ2Y Y jJ 2)

- Tij-I^BifV K W +(D ij.+Dj ^ -  ,"
•>
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For comparison, the 2PN Lagrangian for general relativity can be found in

Damour and Schafer (1985), although it is expressed in a different gauge.

The partially restricted parameters in the many-body Lagrangiari are 

not known exactly because the additional complexity introduced by three 

bodies allows the parameters in the non-linear Lagrangian to be functions 

of the interbody vectors and thus the GLI constraints can only give 

limiting values of the parameters’ functional form. In the two-body

Lagrangian, this complexity disappears, allowing the two-body 

counterparts to the partially restricted parameters to be fully determined.

The two-body Lagrangian has only two free parameters, y (introduced at

IPN order) and t) (which first appears at 2PN order), if it refeleets all of

the invariances discussed in this work. Comparison of the two-body 

Lagrangian with the equivalent general relativity Lagrangian given by

Gtishchuk and Kopejkin (1986) reveals that the general relativity value 

for I) is (47/16). The spherically symmetric, static metric expanded to 

2PN order depends on the new PPN parameter n:

M M2 M3
g = 1 - 2 — + (3+y)/2----- [(3/8)+(7Y/4)+(4f/3)-(2n/3)] —

00 r r2 r

M M2 . .
gab = -^abH + ----- [(13/8)+(lly)/4 -  2o] —  ],

r r

and therefore could be determined in second order light deflection

experiments.

If the SEP does not hold at the 2PN order, then the remaining 

2PPN parameters measure the rescaling of the Newtonian and IPPN 

parameters:
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(G'-G) = -Z  —R[(l/2)(l-f7)(l+3Y)Mg(I)Ms,(I) - F J  - 2a_ss,-j3_sg,+Y_ss,]

+ zU .
r A ,

—  ((l/8)+(Y/2))Ms(I)Ms,(I)(^ -^ g,)
SS*

(Y ' - y) = -X  —  [(I-Py)2Ms(I) + lA s]

(B'-B) = -X —  [(1/4)(1+y)(1+2y)M (I)) + HM (H)].
R

Observational evidence for the SEP is fairly weak at second Order. Since 

the linear-field Lagrangian is completely determined without invoking the 

SEP, this work shows that the most interesting physics in future studies 

of the gravitational interaction at second post-Newtonian order will be 

found in experiments which probe systems with strong gravitational

potentials in which the consequences of 2PN order dynamics of bodies or 

light rays are measurable.
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